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[Summary of Facts]
Plaintiff X’s grandfather A had leased his premises to Defendants Y1, Y2 and Y3 (“YY”) since
before the war. A died in 1945, and his heir X succeeded to his standing under the lease. After
several revisions, the rent was 1,200 yen per month as of 1956. In around October of the
following year X demanded a rent increase to 1,500 yen per month. YY did not consent to the
increase, and when they physically brought the same rent as before to X, X rejected the payment
and a dispute arose. Afterward, YY deposited the same amount of rent as before.

Subsequently, X gave two weeks notice to Y1 and Y2 on 2 December 1957, demanding
restitution in integrum due to their violation of the proper use requirement in regard to the
premises (in around 1955 they had built a roof between the house and a wooden fence without
permission and had been using the space for ironwork and carpentry work). After the notice
period, X rescinded the contract, and demanded that Y1 and Y2 vacate the premises and pay the
unpaid rent and damages equivalent to the rent from that point. As to Y3, X gave notice to Y3 on
21 September 1959, demanding that the rent for January through August, which came to 9,600
yen, be paid by 2 September and expressing her intention to rescind her contract with Y3, which
was subject to a condition precedent. Later, X demanded, on the basis that the period of notice
had expired, that Y3 vacate the premises, and pay the rent up to September and damages from
that point (the rent up to April had been deposited on 3 July). The court at first instance ordered
Y3 to pay statutory rent (750 yen per month) up to September 1959, which came to a total of
3,625 yen, and denied X’s all other claims (Osaka District Court decision, 20 September 1960). X
appealed with regard to her demand to vacate, but the lower court denied the appeal (Osaka High
Court decision, 28 February 1962). X filed a further final appeal.

[Summary of Decision]
Final appeal dismissed.



“The lower court (and the decision at first instance quoted by the lower court) ruled as follows:
(a) X demanded in regard to Y3, Matsui, in a notice dated 21 September 1959, which was
received on 22 September that Y3 pay, by 25 September, rent of 1,200 per month for the period
from January through August of that year for what in X’s opinion was overdue rent, a total of
9,600 yen. X gave notice of rescission of the lease as of the same date in the event of non-
payment, and expressed the intention to rescind the contract which was subject to a condition
precedent; (b) at the time of the notice, rent totaling 4,800 yen for the period from January
through April of that year had already been lawfully paid, and the rent was overdue only for the
period from May through August of that year; (c) X had demanded rent of 1,500 yen per month
since before the filing of the suit, and continued to demand the same amount during the trial.
However, X suddenly made the above demand at the rate of 1,200 yen per month in the middle of
the trial, causing much confusion on the part of Y3; (d) the rent for these premises prescribed by
the Rent Control Order was about 750 yen per month, and the overdue rent was therefore no
more than roughly 3,000 yen total; (e) Y3 had lived in the same premises since he rented the
same from X’s predecessor in March 1941, and he had no history of late rent payment until the
above overdue rent in the above notice in this case; (f) when the premises were damaged during a
typhoon in 1950, X did not repair the premises despite Y3 having requested repairs. Consequently,
in around 1954, Y3 replaced the roof at his own expense for 29,000 yen, for which he had not
requested reimbursement until this suit; (g) Y3 had the impression that he could refuse to pay his
overdue rent obligation until he received reimbursement for the repairs, and that rescission would
not be effective even if he did not pay the overdue rent for May through August 1959 within the
notice period and therefore deposited 4,800 yen as payment for the overdue rent on 9 November
of that year, after the expiration of the notice period. The lower court went on to hold that the
notice had some unfair and unlawful aspects, and it was regrettable that Y3 neither paid the
overdue rent in response to the notice, nor took any measures to offset the overdue rent against
his claim for reimbursement for repairs. However, given the fact that Y3 had little legal
knowledge, it was more or less natural, under the relevant circumstances, that Y3 did not take
such measures. In light of these facts, the lower court concluded that Y3 could not be found to
have been insincere on a level that would destroy the mutual trust that founded the rental
arrangement. The lower court ruled that X’s rescission of the contract was impermissible as
contrary to the principle of good faith. We agree that this judgment was proper.”

“The lower court confirmed with regard to YY’s remodeling work on the premises that: (a) all
the work consisted of no more than simple, crudely manufactured articles for temporary use being
attached to the back of the premises. The equipment and facilities were easily removable, and
were not of a type such as had caused changes to the structure of the premises, or would give rise
to changes in the structure of the actual premises, or that could not be removed without resultant
damage to the premises; and (b) there had been no change in the fact that YY had used the
premises for residential purposes since the beginning of their leases. The Court went on to hold
that the remodeling work did not exceed the limits of use of rental premises, and did not amount
to a violation of the duty of safekeeping in regard to the premises. The lessees did not abuse their
right of use of the space surrounding the premises incidental to the lessees’ benefit of use of the
premises, to which lessees are normally entitled, to the extent of destroying the trust between the
lessees and X, the lessor, such that they could not expect to continue their leases of the premises,
and accordingly the rescission of the contract was invalid. We agree with that judgment, and there
was no violation of Article 1(2) and (3) of the Civil Code.”


